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What are Derivatives?

This isn’t Calc 1
A derivative is a ﬁnancial contract whose value depends on some underlying asset.

Yes, while it is a broad deﬁnition, keep this idea in mind as we proceed through this crash course.
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Common Derivatives
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Options

Futures

Forwards

Swaps

Contracts that gives the

Contract to buy or sell an

Contract between any two

Contract that allows two

right, but not the

asset on a future date at a

parties to exchange an

parties to swap cash ﬂows

obligation, to buy or sell

speciﬁed price (occuring in

asset on a future date at a

on or before a speciﬁed

an asset

a regulated exchange)

speciﬁed price

date (interest rates and
currencies)

Others

Swaptions, Options on Futures, Warrants, Convertible Bonds, CDO, CDS,
headaches
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Key Differentiators
Lock

●

Include swaps, futures, and forwards

●

Obligates agreeing parties to follow through on contract
Option

●

Vanilla options, binary options, etc.

●

Provides the participant the right, but not the obligation, to follow through on the
contract
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Options

CALL

PUT

$
$

Strike Price

Describes the price at
which the option can be
exercised.

Right to buy

Right to sell
Premium

Moneyness

Result

In-the-money

Gain

At-the-money

Break Even

Out-of-the-money

Loss

Expiration Date

Price paid for the
contract itself.

Date at which contract
expires, and can no
longer be used after.

Intrinsic Value: Value of the option if exercised right now; ITM option at expiration is worth its intrinsic value!
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Options

● Options commonly exist on the following assets:
○ Stocks
○ Indexes
○ Bonds
○ Interest Rates
○ Currencies
● Options on Futures
● Options on Commodities
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Mechanics of an Option
Buyer

Market Maker

$

Seller

$

Volume

Number of contracts that have been exchanged in the day

Open Interest

Number of contracts held by market participants which have
not been closed out, expired, or exercised
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Options on Futures
Deﬁnition
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The right to enter into a futures contract at a speciﬁed price by a certain date

Call Futures Option: Right to enter into a long
future (bullish)

Put Futures Option: Right to enter into a short
future (bearish)

Facts
Normally closed out before delivery

Generally traded on commodities: corn, soybean,
cotton, oil, etc.

May be cheaper, more liquid, and more convenient
Exercise results in contract position and cash settlement
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Call Options
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Example
Company

Strike Price

Expiration

Premium

$570

2/26/21

$1665

What are you betting by “going long” on a call?

What happens when you exercise this option?

Is this a good trade?
Source: The Option Prophet
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Put Options
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Example
Company

Strike Price

Expiration

Premium

$90

3/5/21

$590

What are you betting by “going long” on a put?

What happens when you exercise this option?

Is this a good trade?

Source: The Option Guide
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Option Sentiments
Bullish

Bearish
1.

1.
2.

12

2.

Rising stock price with increasing
open interest
Large purchases of calls on a
stock

3.

4.
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Rising stock price with
decreasing open interest
Falling stock price with rising
open interest
Falling stock price with
decreasing open interest
indicates a nearing bottom
Large purchases of puts on a
stock

Weekly, Monthly, and LEAPS
Weekly

●

●

●

The highest-volume,
popular names tend to have
weekly options that expire
every Friday
Provide the most proﬁt
potential but very high risk
exposure
Very easy way to lose
money

Monthly

●

●

●

Many stocks that are less
popular have options on a
monthly cycle
More conservative trading
strategy that is more likely
to succeed
Can be dangerous if the
trader is not aware of theta
decay
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LEAPS

●

●

●

Long Term Equity
Anticipation Securities are
known as LEAPS
Expiry dates up to 39
months in the future
(always in January)
Trade on roughly 800
stocks

American and European Options

Can only be exercised on the expiration date

●
●

●

Can be exercised any time up to the expiration date

In most cases, this will not matter to the average trader since options are generally not exercised
anyway
This distinction is still very important because many pricing theories and models assume the
option is European
○ One less variable to worry about!
This is also a common interview question...so know this distinction!
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Scenarios

1
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Diagram derived from page 215 of Options, Futures, and
other Derivatives 8th Edition by Hull

Black-Scholes-Merton Model

Inputs

Output

Current Price

Interest Rate

Expected dividend

Volatility

Strike Price

Time to Expiration

●
●

Fair Price

●
●
●
●
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Assumptions
European option
No dividends during life of
option
Markets are efﬁcient
Risk-free rate and volatility
known/constant
Normally distributed returns
No transaction costs
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P&L Diagrams
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A.K.A. The Risk Graph
Example:

Putting it all together:

What’s the point of
these graphs?
●
●
●

●

●

Visual evaluation at a
glance
Differentiate
between strategies
X axis is the
underlying price; Y
axis is the proﬁt or
loss
Combinations of calls
and puts result in
different graphs
Ascertain risk
exposure and proﬁt
potential
Source: The Options Guide
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Source: Investopedia

Putting Together Strategies Using Options
You can do some wicked things with options because different options have
different risk proﬁles and outcomes.

By combining options with different strikes, expiry dates, and moneyness,
you can create very niche scenarios and probabilities.

●
●

Options are great evidence of applied probability and statistics knowledge in ﬁnance
Options strategies involve combining different P&L diagrams
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Trading with Stocks and Options
Being long on a call is similar to being short on a put | Being short on a call is similar to being long on a put

Stock and Option
Combinations
These strategies can be used to hedge
against unfavorable movements, or
speculate on movements without
risking too much
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Some Options Strategies: Spreads
Being long on a call is similar to being short on a put | Being short on a call is similar to being long on a put

Bear Spread
●
●

Short put and long put (with a higher strike)
combination for a bearish outlook
Short call and long call (with a higher strike) for
a bearish outlook

Bull Spread
●
●

Short call and long call (with lower strike)
combination for bullish outlook
Short put and long put (with a lower strike) for
a bullish outlook
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Some Options Strategies: Straddles
Being long on a call is similar to being short on a put | Being short on a call is similar to being long on a put

Straddle
●

Long call and long put with
same strike for betting
outside of a range
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Something More Complex: Butterﬂies
Being long on a call is similar to being short on a put | Being short on a call is similar to being long on a put

Long Call Butterﬂy
●

Two long calls with different
strikes and shorting two calls with
a strike mid-range (betting in a
range)
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Time to Learn Some Greek
Multiple factors are considered to create the “fair value” for an option in the
market. If any one of these factors changes, so does the value of the option. The
Greeks quantify these factors into easy-to-understand, normalized values.
Delta
Gamma

Change in contract value based on change in underlying
Derivative of delta; delta’s rate of change

Theta

Effect of time decay on price

Vega

Measure of implied volatility (IV) effects on contract price

Rho

Effect of interest rate on on the contract value
www.rutgersqfc.com
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Price of an Option
Call Option

24

Put Option
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Delta
●

●
●

●

Call options have positive deltas
and put options have negative
ones
As you go more out of the money,
delta approaches 0
As you go more in the money,
delta approaches 1 (calls) or -1
(puts)
Delta is not constant as the price
moves, because of gamma
○ Recall Calc 1!!!

For every $1 that the underlying changes, how much will
the option contract value change?

Source: Options Industry Council (OIC)
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Gamma
●

●
●

Gamma is simply the derivative of delta
○ When the price moves $1, add the value of
gamma to the existing delta to obtain an
approximation of the “new” delta
Put-Call Parity: gamma of a put and call is the same
ceteris paribus
Option at the money will have the highest gamma,
as moving in or out of the money has the largest
effect on delta

For every $1 that the underlying
changes, how much does the value of
delta change?

Source: The Options Guide
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Theta
●
●

●

As expiry gets closer, the
contract is worth less
Daily “decay” value is theta
○ You can expect to lose
the value of theta from
your contract daily
Yes, it happens on the
weekends too: theta never
sleeps

What would you pay for milk that
expires tomorrow versus two months
from now?
Probably not the same price.
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Source: StackExchange Quantitative Finance
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Vega
What is Implied Volatility?
● Approximated volatility of the
price of a security
● Bearish market? More IV!
● Check out the VIX
Every security has its own implied
volatility.
●

When this value changes, the
value of the option changes

Have you ever used options to bet on a
company’s quarterly earnings results?
Source: The Options Guide
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Rho
●

●

●
●
●
●

Contract price will change by the
value rho for every 100 basis
point change in the U.S. Treasury
bill risk-free rate
Just as how stocks react to
market-wide changes in interest
rates, options will do so as well
Larger for in the money options
Longer options have larger rho
LEAPs have the largest rho
Rho is the least important of the
Greeks

Source:
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And Finally...The Options Table
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●
●

For reference:
Expiration date: 2/24/21
Underlying price = $3,881.37
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Source: Barcharts

And Finally...The Options Table
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●
●

For reference:
Expiration date: 2/24/21
Underlying price = $3,881.37
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Source: Barcharts

